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The exciting ninth book in the Left Behind series that has sold over 2.5 million copies in hardcover is

now available in trade paperback. In November 2001 Desecration was #1 on the New York Times,

USA Today, Wall Street Journal, Publishers Weekly, and CBA Marketplace best-seller lists. With 50

million products sold, the Left Behind series is an international phenomenon. --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I loved the first books in the series but they have gotten progressively worse. Maybe it's just not

possible for anyone to write so many books in one series and do it well. Jerry Jenkins and Tim

Lahaye should end this soon and save their reputations. I think the character of Carpathia is an

unbelievable representation of what the anti-christ will be like. I'm getting tired of all his silly antics.

We're long over due to see the power of God at work. For a more true-to-life portrayal of end-times

events try The Christ Clone Trilogy by James BeauSeigneur. In this trilogy each successive book is

better then the one before it. So keep on reading.

This is pure profit-motive writing. They should be ashamed of themselves. First off, they could save

a few trees if only they would go to regular margins and spacings. Seriously, there is not 200 pages

of text here.Why should there be? It only covers 4 days. When they said they would write about the

rapture, I had no idea they were going to cover it minute by minute.It is so dishpan dull, I am actually



forcing myself to read it. I am actually rooting against the characters because it is so sloow.The

Christ Clone Trilogy is markedly superior.DON'T WASTE YOUR MONEY. DON'T ENCOURAGE

THEM.

It's WAY too short. I was one of the few (well, ONLY) who took my behind out to Family Christian

store at midnight for their sale October 30 to snag this puppy! Feel now somewhat let down for all

that buildup to wait for it to come out! It was a very quick read for my husband as well, he read it in 6

hours, and he's usually got his nose in the books for at least a couple days! He couldn't put this one

down though, but kept complaning about how ripped off he felt for waiting for months for this book to

come out, and how the type and spacing seems bigger, and margins seem smaller (making the

book look fuller!) I am glad that I have checked out the other reviews, I am going to get him that

Christ Clone Trilogy if I can figure out who writes it! Thanks so much!

Allow me to be blunt. LEFT BEHIND is not even in the same league with the books of THE CHRIST

CLONE TRILOGY! The LEFT BEHIND series jabbers on endlessly about paper-thin characters (I

know that's over used, but rarely has it been more appropriate) and barely deals with the events of

prophecy. The Antichrist in these books is so unconvincing it's pathetic. The entire story of

Desecration is built around the antichrist doing things he simply would not and will not do.

The books are brilliantly conceived, flawlessly developed, and perfectly executed. The scholarship

is incredible. They are so believable and so true to life and scripture, you'll keep saying to yourself,

'It could really happen this way!' Okay, no, I'm not talking about the Left Behind series, I'm talking

about The Christ Clone Trilogy by James BeauSeigneur.I've read Left Behind from book one

through nine even though every time I picked up one of the books I'd scratch my head and ask,

'Why can't these guys write a better story? Aren't they aware that their portrayal of the Tribulation is

so flawed it makes Christians look like mental midgets and real losers?' But still I read. Then I saw

several of the reviews (like this one) talking about how much better The Christ Clone Trilogy is than

Left Behind. I wasn't too sure I wanted to start another series about the end times, but I figured at

least there are only three books, and I was desperate for something better. I went in with only

moderate expectations of The Christ Clone Trilogy, but I had no idea what I was in for. I was

TOTALLY BLOWN AWAY! Do yourself a BIG favor. See for yourself.

Please bear with me while I explain why I give this book such a low rating. I have read the entire



series including this book. Don't get me wrong, the books are a quick and enjoyable read. I started

the series in the summer of 2001 when there were only 8 books. I finished all 8 in about 6 weeks.

But I am frustrated that at this point there may be 15 books to complete the series if they cover the

small amount of time this one does. Also, without describing the ending of this book, it leaves you

hanging in the middle of an episode. I am hooked and ready for the next book, but it will not be out

until next year. My recommendation is to NOT purchase this book now. Wait until the entire series is

completed and then buy which books you have not read all at once. That way you will have the

entire story and can read it until completion and not be frustrated.

These are GREAT books and I can't wait for The Remnant!!! In the meantime, I've been reading

The Christ Clone Trilogy by James BeauSeigneur. Definitely a MUST READ while you wait for The

Remnant!

Add me to the list of people who think the Christ Clone Trilogy is greatly superior to the Left Behind

series. I still like Left Behind and I'll buy and read the rest of the series, whether there's 12 or 18

books because I'm interested in the characters, but for explaining prophecy, Revelation, the

tribulation, and everything else about the end times and for telling a story that seems really real, the

Christ Clone Trilogy does a better job, hands down!
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